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! Iden&fy	emo&ons	triggered	in	
the	client	during	data	finding	

! Clarify	client	needs		

! Strategies	that	could	improve	
our	facilita&on	skills		
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Emotion 

Mental reaction subjectively 
experienced toward a specific 

stimulus and typically 
accompanied by physiological 
and behavioral changes in the 

body 



The word emotion comes from 
the Middle French 

word émotion, which means "a 
(social) moving, stirring, 

agitation."  
e-Motion----movement 



An emotion is a feeling 
comprising physiological 

and behavioral (and 
possibly cognitive) 

reactions to internal and 
external events." 



Primary emotions   
part of the genetics of all human being 
Fear, anger, disguss, surprise, joy, 
attraction 

Secondary emotions :  
learned through experience 
Sympathie, embarassement, shame, guilt, 
gratitude, indignation, contempt, hope, 
despair, and the nuances of the primary 
emotions.	



An emotional state  
is a relatively short term, reversible 
(episodic) disposition to respond in 
a certain manner. 

emotional reaction is the actual (and 
highly variable) set of responses 
manifested by an individual when in 
an emotional state: . . . facial 
expressions, physiological changes.	





THE DOT EXERCICE 

There is a lot of emotions 

And a lot of ways to express them 

The notions of emotional state and emotional reaction 
Emotional state: the general feeling of the client 
entering a problem solving process for example 
Emotional reaction: a specific reaction related to a 
specific question for example 





THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER EXERCICE 

Data finding is not only the client telling you what he-
she knows, it’s discovering together 

" Giving permission to the client to not know 
everything: it’s OK to take a break find a person who 
knows, etc. 

" Tool: know, wonder (Tim Hurson) 

" The client might feel threatened: « you are going to 
converge on the datas you want us to focus on 
(giving back control).  



Thomas	paqueBe,		Cross	trafic	Dubuque	



THE LAS MENINAS EXERCICE 

A single information can change the whole picture. 
Exploring the situation, asking questions is also a way 
to create the relation 
The focus on one data might be a way to ignore others 

" Be aware of the non-verbal signals 
" Look at environmental informations: bathrooms, arts, 

etc. 
" Try to introduce playfulness in the data finding 



Diego	Vélasquez,		Las	Meninas	



THE INTERVIEW EXERCICE 

As facilitators, we also have the task to induce some 
sort of positive mindset. 

" Asking questions about the actual situation 
(diagnostic, historic) is ok but include questions to 
the desired state gives energy, etc. 



actual 
•  What is the problem? 

•  Since when is the situation problematic? 

•  Why do you think you have this problem? 

•  What does having this problem prevent 
you from doing? 

•  What is the main cause of this problem? 

•  What have you tried untill now? 



desired state 
•  What are your ideal wishes related to this situation? 

•  What resources, internal and external, do you have that will help 
you get closer to you desired goal? 

•  Think about a situation that you have solved in the past that would 
be kind of similar to the actual one, even if it’s not exactly the same 
thing.  
What are some of the commons points between the past situation 
and the one you’re solving today? 

•  How would a person know, looking from the outside, that the 
situation is solved, that you got what you wanted? 

•  How will you feel when the situation is resolved? 

Based on a workshop presented by Paul Rousseau at CPSI 



The	window	
A	window...		
A	metaphore	as	an	
invita&on	to	look	closer	
when	exploring	and	
naming	emo&ons,	to	see	
them	as	flashing	light	on	
your	dashboard	when	
focussing	on	asking	
ques&ons.	

An	art	piece	on	the	
facade	of	an	hospital	in	
Montreal	(La	vie	en	
montagne,	Mathieu	
Doyon	and	Simon	
Rivest).	

From	a	distance,	
mountains,	but	if	you	
look		closer	you	see	
pixels	shaped	as	stars,	
siQng	inside	you	see	
thousands	of	words.	
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